
SKYLIGHT 400400
Operational Instructions

Product model: RSL400400

Skylight 400 

Product Code: AD400400

Installation and User Guide
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Step 1:

cut out size 402x402R9.

Wall thickness: 25-50mm.

Step 2：

clean the hole to insure no dirty around 100mm range.

Note: Clean before glue, alcohol forbidden.

Step 3:

glue silicon into the outer frame groove, as more as

possible.

Note: Clean before glue, alcohol forbidden.

Step 4:

put frame into the assembling hole, clean the glue,

seam again for waterproof.

Note: pay attention to the assembling

direction and seam for waterproof.

Outer frame

Step 5:

fix bracket into the pointed position,screw PA-4X40.

Tool torque 3Nm。

Note: torque of electric tool based on fix screws.

bracket

Step 6：

assemble inner frame ,screw PA-4X20

Tool torque 3Nm.

Note: torque of electric tool based on fix screws.

Step 7:

assemble the lens.

Note: lens curved direction match with outer frame.

finish

1.Steps of Installation
Installation Instructions for Skylight RSL400400

※Please read the installation instructions carefully before installation. Improper installation may cause physical injury or property
damage.
※Installation Instructions for Skylight RSL400400
1.We recommend assembling the frame and curtains of RSL400400 in authorized professional workshops.
2.Please read and follow these instructions before installation.
3.The manufacturer will not assume any warranty responsibility for any damage or injury caused by improper installation and/or operation.



※ Maintenance:

※ Operation Instructions for RSL400400 Skylight.

1.Do not use alcoholic cleaning products as they may damage the acrylic
material.

2.Do not leave the window frame in a highly corrosive environment in case of
damage.

1.When opening the window cover, press and hold the red buttons on both latches, turn the handle, and
gently push the window outward.  (Note: The support rod is an air spring structure. The window can be
pushed open by pulling the aluminum rod gently upward.)

2.The curtain components are composed of a sunshade curtain and an anti-mosquito net, and the rolls at both
ends contains magnetic strips. Apply only light force when pulling the rolls.

3.When closing the window, check that the sunshade and anti-mosquito net are properly put away. Then pull
the handles on the latches to close the window. Then press and hold the red buttons on both latches and
turn the handle to lock the window.

※ Diagram of RSL400400 skylight
operating parts
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2. Instructions for use


